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In the p!St 15 years the alternatl.ng-bit protocol has been perhaps the lIXl6t
widely verified proeocol, the benchmark of protocol verification techruques; is
it really correct? We claim that the answer 1S negative. 'nle problem is thae
existl.l1g conceptS of correctness do not capture an important sense in wtuch a
protocol !!8y be incorrect.
Specifically, although protocol goals (e.g.,
delivering messages) may be attained eventually, the time periods to achieve
these goals may increase indefinitely. A notioo of correctness wtuch allows ooe
to consider both the probaoility of reaching a goal as well as the ti..'ne or
CO!IPUutional effore required to achieve the goa.l is required.
we present a
novel appcoach to protocol correctness which unifies functional and perfor:nance
considerations using a recently prop:>sed probabilistic semantics for programs.

1. nmaDCl"ICJI
The ctljective of this Faper is twofold.
First we wish to dem:lnstrate thae
existing techniques Ear protocol verification are not sufficient to capeure sane
iJrp)rtant aspects of protocol correctness.
Given this problem, we will then
suggest a unified awroach to the verificatioo and performance analysis of
protocols, based on a rec8ltly developed probabilistic senantics for programs; we
feel such a unified awroach will be both necessary and sufficient to resolve the
problem.
The remainder of thl.S sectioo 1TDt1.vates this work by discusainq the
alternatinq bit protocol and 1ts correctness.
Section 2 then presents an
overview of a prooaoilistic semantics Eor programs and sectioo 3 outlines how
probabilistic semantics might be awlied in protocol analysis 10 order to bridge
the traditional gap between the functiooal and perfornance analysis of protocols.

1.1. ARE <l1RRENl' OOI'IONS OF !IDII:XXL COAAEC'nlESS ADe:<JATE
Consider the alternating-bit protocol [7, 1, 2] described in tenr& of the
finite state automaton of figure 1. The left autcmaton in figure 1 descrl.bes the
sender protocol while the right autcmaton depicts the receiver protocol.
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Although the alternating bit pcotocol in figure 1 delivers messages in ore
direction only, our cemuks cxmcerninq this protocol will also a~ly to the full
duplex version of the pcotocol.
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The alternating-bit pcotocol has becane the be.nctlIIIlrk of pcotocol verification
:echru.ques; it bas been verified to be correct using almo&t every known
verification technique. But is it really correct? The answer to this question
depends upon ooe's definition of correctness.
COrrectness is usually divided
wto
pcoving
safety
pcoperties
and
proving
liveliness
pcoperties
[11, 8, 4, 19, 6J.
safety propertles are assertions in the Floyd-floare style
stating that if anything ever happens it is not going to be "bad". Liveliness
properties are assertions that SaDething "good" will actually be achieved. The
alternating-tlit pcotocol has been verified to satisfy all reasonable safety am
liveliness properties. We do not wish to cast a doubt that the alternating-oit
protocol has all the safety and liveliness pcoperties that it should be expected
to have. Quite contrary, let us i!SSUIII! that it is both is safe and is live
protocol. Does this guarantee that it is "really" correct? ThAt is, is the notlon
of protocol correctness adequately captUred ~ the notions of safety and
liveliness?

1.2. A ~ E:l<NUU
To answer the question raised in the pcevious section, let.!S assume that

- The lII!dium (including the buffer for incaning :nessages)

is perfectly

reliable and does not lose messages.
- When the sender is in the WAg or WA1 state, there is a non-zero
prClCability that t.'le sender tlllJe6 OUt (thus sending a copy of is data
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rressage) befcre an

acXnowl~t
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arrives fran the :nedi.ml.

wi th these asaUllPtions let us ccnsider ~ sequences of messages and
aexnowleclcJnents in the lII!!dium. Both sequences consist of runs of e' s and l' s. Let
S and R denote the sender and receiver autanata respectively. Let S->R
(respectively, R->S) denote the sequence of :ressages (acknowleO;nents) fran 5 to
R (R to 5).
Consider now a run of a's in the message sequence S->R. 'nle first :ressage
marked e is recei'led at R which is in the state WMg. R t:erforms the traIlSltlon to
ll'!g sending an acknowledgment marked e bade to 5, delivers the data message and
then :rtlIIe5 to ~ • SUbsequent additional copies of the message :narked a cause R
to respond with an aclcnowledCJ!l!!lt. SO the run of acXnowl~ts is equal in
length to the run of :ressages that are acknowledged. ~, when the first
aexnowl~nt is received by S it :n:rves fran the state W1Ig to ~, where it
Pldts up and sends the first copy of message 1, thus beqinnlOg a run of l' s lJl
the S->R sequence. 5 then lOOIIe5 to WAl where it responds to atrj acknCWledgm!nt
of message a with a copy of message 1. 'It!erefore, the length of the run of l' s
in the S->R message sequence is at least as long as the pcevious run of e' s.
~, each tiD! the timer time8 out when S is in state WA1 or wl\a, the length
of the respective run in the S->R ~ increases by 1. 'Ihi.S implies that: the
runs in the S->R sequence (and therefore in the R->S sequence) will always
eventually increase in size. 'lberefore, while arrt safety assertioo about the
prorocol is nor lTiolat:ed and any liveliness assertioo will eventually be<Xme
true, the time t:eriocls during which the protocol progresses t~da actuevinq the

liveliness assertions increase indefinitely.
To slmIIilrize, while safety assertions can show that nothing bad will happen
and liveliness assertions can show that scmethirq 9QOd will be attained
(eventually), the tiD! periods for the "good" thinq to happen my grow, with
prc.C:l5.bility 1, to infinity.

'!\to interesting aspects of the behavior of the alternating bit pcotocol are
illustrated by the above example. 'irst, the "bug" occurs in its worst form when
the rredil.lll is t:erfect. Second, the ooly mechanism to save the day is to guarantee
that SCJDI! fractioo of the messages be lost. 'nlat is, using a s~le queueing
model one can prove that a necesMG' and !B1fficter¢ cmditiCX'! that the
instAbility diM1'eed abgve dpet ngt exist is that nesaaga shruld t:a 1 * at a
rate exgeedina !:be rate at, yhic:h nIN ami- are generated tu the ti!!ltr.
nus
criteria can be met by selectinq an appropriate time-out interval and intrcdlcinq
a prc.C:l5.bilistic loss mechanism (e.g., before the sender rmchine sends a copy of a
data rressage in response to a timeout or the receipt of a <llplic:ate
aexnowledgment, a coin should be tossed to determine whether or not a copy of the
:ressage should be sent.)

In order t'C have a correctness theory that can adequately capture ~ as
in the example above, it is necessary to incorporate assertions that reflect the
prc.C:l5.bilistic behavior of the pcotoccl, such as the pcc.C:l5.bilistic amount of tiJre
(measured in the length of Sail! sequence of states or events) needed to reach
sare goal or the pcoOability that: certain ~ will oc=.
~ese
requirements are the basis of this Plt:er.
It should, however,

be

~sized

that the counter example provided above
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::erely serves to underline sate of the issues and problans which cannot be
handled by J;1lre fun~tional analysis of protocols. 'nle following claim. we feel.
15 rrcch rtlXe Slqnlflcant (yet less forml). Protocols are. among other thl1lg8,
real-time sofbiare. As such, their desiqn is guided by a mixture of performance
and
functional
abjectlves.
Therefore
the
classical sofbiare
paradigm:
'correctness first then performance· is no longer valid; the new theory must
capture this mixture ~ desiqn oonsiderations in a unified :naMer rather than
draw artificial boundanes.

2. mE EKBASILISl'IC SE2Wm:CS OF PR:GRAMS

Fran the preceding diSCUSSion. it is evident that a theory is needed that c:aIl
adequately capture the probabilistic behavior of a protocol resulting fran the
non-det.erministic nature of the medium and txlSSl.l:lly the protocol itself.
Recently, Rozen [5 J and Ramshaw [9] have developed a sen5lltics of probabilistic
programs which we believe can provide the essential linlt between the functional
and perfornBllce analysis of protocols.
In this section, we present the S4lient
features of probabilistic 5aMI1tics, t:aJcing an intuitive rather than a strictly
formal apprOilch; fomB! descriptions of the 5eIIBlltics can be found in [51 and
[9] •
It should be OOserved that while the probabilistic semantics presented
here pertain specifically to ALGOL-like programs, the fundamental ideas behind
probabilistic semantics extend easily to other 1tXldels of c:cqlUtation, including
finite state INIchines.
An i.l1lP:lrtant idea lnderlyloq probabilistic semantics is the oor.sideration of
the djstnbutloo or ~ associated with a program variable rati".er than the
specific values of the variable resulting fran a specific execution. The 'lector

x contaioing the program variables is oonsidered to have sate joint distribution,
II on input. We can thinlt of !l as a fluid mass distributed over all p:l88il:lle
values of XI the amount of mass in any region is determined by hew likely ~ is to
have an initial value in that region.
A progrlll1l's execution serves to
redistribute this fluid mass over all values of~. A program can be interpteted
as a ~ operator wh1ch transfo[1!lll an inp:t distribution p to a final
distribution II'.
The transformation of II to II' (i.e. the redistribution of the fluid mass) is
accanplished by the canposition of transformations resulting fran the execution
of the indi'lidual program statemerlts. Each program Statemerlt type is interpreted
as an operator or transformation whose effect is to transform the distribution
l.I11rediately preceding me statemerlt type.
Execution of an a.sai~t Statement
simply redistributes the fluid mass.
For example. if x is the only program
variable and is normally distributed arOW'ld e before the Statement x:-x+l is
executed, then x is normally distributed around 1 after the assigment statE!!ti\t.
An if statement conditioned on the value of .t splits the !!laSS of X in two and
each branch of the conditional is executed on one piece of the split :nass. In a
while loop, the pirt of the mass not satisfying the wtule :.est splits off and the
body of the while loop is executed on the remaining mass.
"nle tart of a mass
emerging fran a ~ss through a while loop that does not satisfy the while test
splits off and the process is repeated on the remaining :r.ass. Should aIrf mass
get infinitely stuck in the loop. this indicates that for certain inp:t values,
the progrm will OI!\'er halt.

The formal semantics of Rozen and Ramshaw, which fomB!ize the above intuitive
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Let X range over a set of vallles
If S is the txogram:

X, Il be an initial rreasure lJ'lduc:ed by " and S be a program,

then S is interpreU!<! as a ~r transformation that :.aJtes the input l'!Easure Il
to the finAl rreasure \I'F-, ...nere ' is the canpos1tioo operator,
'Ibis
interpretacion agreefl with our intuition and states that the probability that "
has a value in the set A after the executi~ of S is the same as the txobatlility
that " is initially (on input) in the set F- (A), which ma~ to A under E',
The interpretation of a larger txogram is constructed recursively,
If S is
the program Tl ;:r'2 and Tl and T2 have interpretations ~l and t2 respectively, the
the lncerpretation of S 1S glven by t2' tl' S~ S 18 the txoqram:

if b then Tl else T2
Intuitively, \0008 know that if the Tl branch is Wen, the initial distribucion \1
oe conditioned using the information that on entry to Tl' X is known to
satisfy b. Let B be the set of all values of " satisfying " and define the
rreasure
on arry set A to be:

must

ea

es (A)

:

Il(A

n B)

It can be shown (5) that the interpretation of
the transformation:

S

with an initial rreasure of \1 is

tl'es + t 2 'e-B

Informally, this states that if \1' is the measure resulting fran S with initial
!1EaSure p, then the result of applying II' to sane set A is e:JUivalent to asslDing
an initial rreasure es for Tl and ~ for T2 and s\JTllU.ng the results of awlying
the resulting final !!I!asures of Tl aiii:l T2 to A.
Finally, the interpretation of the while statB!lent can also be cxnstructed
recursively. If S is the txogram
while b do Tl
then the interpretation of S should be the same as for
if b then 11;

while b do Tl

which results fran "llI'NiOOing" one ~s through the while loop. 'Ibis means that
the transformation associated with S llllSt be a solutlon of the transform
equation:

S

s

e- B

~

s·t1'ea

A solution to this transform equation can be found using well itnown wethods fran
functional analysis: these rrethods are also discussed in [5J,

-In a txobabilistic com:ext, a :tJ:!asure II associated with t.:'!e randan variables "
has the following interpcetation: if the possible values of & ranqe eNer a set X
and B is a subset of X, then P(B) is the txooability that the randan variables X
have a value contained in B,
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3. EKBABILISl'IC SDIIBl'ICS ~ FW:7ltICILS
In order to extend the prcXlahal.istic senantics of SEGUential prcqrams to
protocols, several aspects of tx0tocol operation :'lUSt be o::msldered.
First,
protocols involve interaction anJ:)ng CXlncurrent cat'tlUtations leading to randanized
interleavinqs of activities.
Second, protocols involve an unreliable lII!dium
which !!BY (and should) be modeled as a prcOability transforner. 'l1lird, protocols
involve tilners which my tillll!-O.lt at randem U!nes (relative to other CI'l~inq
activities) •
It is desirable that the prcOabilistic S8Mlltics of protocols
should provide the :nechanism to nrJdel and analyze these features.
In what
follCMI we txesent a rudimentary description of hew this may be achieved. A. more
detailed description and applications of these lcleaS will be pUJlished in the
near future.
To descnbe an appcopriate solution, let 'JS return to the alternatinq-bit
protocol.
'!be protOCXll consists of three caDp:)neflts: the sender, the receiver
and the medium. The sender and receiver states and transitions are ~letely
specified by the finite state autanllton description. It rem!lins to model the
state of the lII!dium. 'nle state of the medium !!BY be described in terms of two
qhost buffers one CXlntaining the 5-->R :nessage stream (r~esented as a sequenCl!
of e' s and l' s) and one CXlntaining the R->S acXnowledcJoent stream.

Let 5 denote the state of the sender (5 assumes the vallJeS WOe' w~ WD:!., W~)
and let R denote the state of the receiver (R assumes the values
, ~, ~
and CHl)' 'nle state of the medium my be described in terms of the 0- sequencevalued rtlost variables 11 and A. ..nere l1[i] (A.[i]) contains the l-th rressaqe
(acknorwledgnents) in the mediIJD to be delivered fran 5 to R (R to 5). The state
of the system is descn.bed by the tuple <S,R,M,A>.
'!be probabilistic approach to se!IIIlltics considers pcd:la.bility distri..buti~
over the states <s,R,M,A.> and describes the behavior of the system in term of a
linear probability transformer. Suwoae that the systan state is distributed
accordinq to the txoOability :IeaSure \I. Ho.r 00es the systan transform this
diStribution?

Transitions in the state of the system rtay be caused by either
1. Sender transitions due to an arrival of new data.

2. Sender transitions cile to an arrival of an adalowledr;;ments.
3. Sender transition due to a tinII out.

4. Receiver transition due to an arrival of a rressage.
5. Receiver transition due to a delivery of data.
Each cne of the above transitions CXlrresp:mds to a probability transformer.
Let -rl i=1..5, be the probability transformer associated ....ith the i-th
transforT!lltion above and let Bi. denote the CXlndition '.mder which transition i is
enabled. Let us asSUlll! that tlle delays in the medium and arrivals of ~ssaqes
are exponentially cU.stributed. With these assumptiCl'lS, it is easy to see that the
system transformer T lTBy be expressed as a linear CCJ1Dlnation

Towards (.ill/[ying FUllctlona/ alld Performance Anal.vsu
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as

Where ~ 1S the conditioning operator of the txev10US section and ai is a
coeffic1ent cepresentl.ng the txobabillty that the cesP!Ctive transition will
fire, once enabled.
It is interesting to note the analoqy betw-een functional and t:erfornance
analysis of tlrotCXX)ls. f':ust, the tlrobability transforner of the systE!1l is
analogous to the transition :natrix of the respective !1arkov txocess; the
existence of a fixed point of the systl!ll tlrobability transforner is si.mJ..lar to
the ergodicity of the Markov txocess.
Secondly, rodular de<:aIIpos1tion of
correctness tlroofs (11, 31, Le. coosidering the receiver and the sender
sepsrately and relating their activities through their interface with the medium,
is analogoos to the conditioning tlrocesa which de<:cmp:lsed the systl!ll transforner
to a sum of respective local operators.

In this piper, we have deDcnstrated that current txotocol verification Ilethods
cannot captUre certain oorrectness tlC0perties of p[otCXX)ls. We have suggested an
appcoach to txotCXX)l verification which capeures these tx0perties through a
unified a::nsideration of the functional and performance aspectS of tl[otocols.
OUr work in this area is still in its early stages: results fran further research
concerning the developtent and applicability of this early work will be reported
in the future.
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